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DRUG DISCOVERY
Through our proprietary technologies 
complemented with third parties softwares, 
NBD provides customized services and 
technologies adapted to all kinds of needs 
and budgets for accelerating and accurating 
the preclinical drug discovery. 

BioPharma Industry

The elevated cost of Drug 
Development (tens to hundreds 
of millions of USD) not only 
includes the expenses of 
conducting clinical trials, but 
also preclinical drug discovery 
(target identification and 
validation, hit identification, hit-
to-lead and lead optimization).
Through our proprietary 
technologies complemented 
with third parties softwares, 
NBD provides customized 
services and technologies 
adapted to all kinds of needs 
and budgets for accelerating 
and accurating the preclinical 
drug discovery.

CROs

Although externalization of 
R&D processes to contract 
research organizations has 
been the prevailing model, 
these CROs are dealing 
with the same issues as 
biopharmaceutical companies, 
the low efficiency when 
discovering and optimizing hits 
for new therapeutic targets. 
Computational chemistry tools 
combined with one of the most 
powerful simulation-based 
platforms for biomolecular 
modeling (PELE), allows a faster 
and more efficient yield in the 
discovery and optimization 
steps of the preclinical phases.

Academia

Research groups from 
Universities and Research 
Centers are often encouraged 
to not publish new discoveries 
in order to look for a patentable 
new chemical entity that can 
have a therapeutic action to a 
given target. Due to funding 
constraints, screenings must be 
focused on a limited number  of 
compounds.
NBD has its entire DD division 
devoted to help, promote 
and accelerate academic drug 
discovery programs.
The collaborations with 
Academia have successfully 
helped to build up NBD’s Drug 
Discovery pipeline.
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WHAT WE DO / WHAT WE SOLVE

RATIONAL MOLECULAR DESIGN
NBD expertise resides in the application 

of computational chemistry tools aimed at 

accelerating, streamlining and optimizing 

the design of small molecules in early 

discovery. 

To this aim we created PELEplat, a 

software platform based on its proprietary 

technology PELE (a biomolecular modeling 

program), combined with other proprietary 

(FragPELE, AquaPELE, Adaptive-PELE, 

MSM-PELE, PELE-MD/QM and AI 

tools) and non-proprietary technologies 

(Schrödinger, AMBER2020…). 

NBD is highly specialised in providing custom made 

services and cutting-edge in silico technologies to 

biopharmaceutical and biotechnology companies, 

CROs and Academia in order to perform rational 

small molecule design.

With our proprietary technologies, we can reduce 

about 30% of the costs and time compared with 

traditional methods.

These core technologies are designed to 

tackle a series of current limitations in the 

field of chemoinformatics and computer-

aided drug design.
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We are very pleased with our collaborations with NBD, by using their technology 
we have been able to generate novel chemical entities targeting MAGL, and also 
we have identified novel binding sites at the CB1R for positive allosteric modulators. 
Also, the collaboration with NBD has been essential for our last publication in British 
Journal of Pharmacology.

Eduardo Muñoz
Professor of Immunology,
Founder and CSO of Emerald Health Biotechnology

We have built up a collaboration with NBD on a novel cancer target and we have 
been able to find active new chemical entities in a very short period of time.

UB - Cancer Cell Biology Research Group, Vanessa Soto Cerrato

NBD has been key in finding patentable New Chemical Entities for one of our early 
drug discovery projects.

Tim Cash, CEO Senolytic Therapeutics

WHAT OUR CLIENTS ARE SAYING...
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OUR PIPELINE
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Person Y, Title

Contact number or email ?

hello@nostrumbiodiscovery.com

NBD | Nostrum Biodiscovery 

@HelloNostrum

Find us here :

Contact person for Drug Discovery enquiries :


